Educational Affairs Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 15, 2022
7:00 PM

Mission Statement
Drawing on its cultural richness, creativity, and tradition of scholastic excellence, the Cheltenham School District strives
to nurture each child through a wealth of academic endeavors and community partnerships that provide the skills and
vision needed to lead a productive and meaningful life beyond our classroom walls.
Vision Statement
With a clear connection between the classroom and the world, the Cheltenham School District will strive for
excellence by:
1.
inspiring our students to develop principled and knowledgeable responses to the local, national, and global
challenges of the 21st century;
2.
actively engaging parents in their children’s intellectual, social, and moral education;
3.
encouraging faculty and staff to continually broaden the web of connections between their academic
disciplines and the world on which they depend;
4.
stimulating dynamic leadership of building and district administrators; and
5.
creating partnerships with community individuals, institutions, organizations, and businesses that model
real-world connections for all students.
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2021-2022
Updated Calendar

● Reclaim unused “snow” days
● Include Juneteenth Observance
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2022-2023
Calendar Proposal
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Wednesday
Professional
Development
Proposal

Bi-Monthly Professional Learning

Why: The research is unequivocable: Collective Teacher Eﬃcacy is the
single most powerful tool schools have to improve student achievement
(reference: visible learning)
How: The Covid-19 CSD remote learning schedule exposed the powerful
beneﬁts of consistent year round professional learning on our ability to
drive meaningful change with regard to both new initiatives and
institutional program maintenance
What: Proposal: Every other Wednesday will be early dismissal. This time
will be utilized for the purposes of (1) ongoing professional development,
(2) guided collaboration, (3) review of, and action planning based on
student data
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Examples: Programs
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Examples: Student Data Action Process
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Operational Considerations
Right at School: Can provide after care to
elementary students

Current Pricing:
1 day/week = $70/month (family
registered and attends 1 day/month)
Daily Drop In =$30/day
10 Day Punch Card (10 drop ins
purchased in advance) =$270
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Operational Considerations

Transportation: Due to the planned
scheduling of the early dismissal
Wednesdays, there are no signiﬁcant
impacts on our ability to provide
transportation logistically or ﬁnancially
Facilities: By utilizing a standard personnel
schedule on early dismissal Wednesdays, no
expected impact will occur for custodial staff
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THANKS!
Any questions?
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Department of Innovation Updates
● Science Standards Update
● Project Based Learning Showcase
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Science
Update

“As technology continues to advance, science is increasingly
part of our education, work, and lives in a changing economy.
My administration is making significant investments in
science education through PAsmart, and we must also modernize
our science standards in schools, so our students have the
knowledge and skills for good careers in emerging industries.”
-

Governor Wolf (September 2019)
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Science
Update

Progress toward new PA Science Standards
●

Current standards adopted in 2002
○ Academic Standards for Science and Technology
○ Academic Standards for Environment and Ecology
Sept. 2019

Jan. 2020

May 2020

Aug. 2020

Sept. 2020

July 2021

Governor
announces
need for
change

Research,
Analysis
and
Planning

Landscape
Report
(from AIR)

Drafting of
the
proposed
Standards

State
Board of
Education
vote

Legal
Review
and
Public
comment
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Science
Update
“Following a period of public comment, legislative review, and
review by the Independent Regulatory Review Commission, the
State Board of Education will determine whether any further
revisions are necessary to the proposal and will meet again to
consider revised standards as a final regulation.”
-

Pennsylvania Department of Education
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Science
Update

Progress toward new PA Science Standards
●

Current standards adopted in 2002
○ Academic Standards for Science and Technology
○ Academic Standards for Environment and Ecology

Sept. 2019

Jan. 2020

May 2020

July 2020

Sept. 2020

Governor
announces
need for
change

Analysis
and
Planning

Landscape
Report
(from AIR)

Content
steering
committee
meetings

State
Board of
Education
meeting

July 2021

Jan. 2022

Public
comment

Chapter 4
Meeting
and
Approval

Final rulemaking expected Summer 2022!
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Science
Update

The Old Standards
●

●

Academic Standards for Science and Technology (grades 4, 7, 10 and 12)
Unifying Themes

Earth Sciences

Inquiry and Design

Technology Education

Biological System

Technological Devices

Physical Science, Chemistry and Physics

Science, Technology and Human Endeavors

Academic Standards for Environment and Ecology (grades 4, 7, 10 and 12)
Watersheds and Wetlands

Ecosystems and their Interactions

Renewable and Nonrenewable Resources

Threatened, Endangered and Extinct Species

Environmental Health

Humans and the Environment

Agriculture and Society

Environmental Laws and Regulations

Integrated Pest Management
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Science
Update

The New Standards
●

Pennsylvania Integrated Standards for Science, Environment, Ecology,
Technology, and Engineering (Grades K-5). Guide the elementary level
study of the natural and human-made world through inquiry,
problem-solving, critical thinking, and authentic exploration.

●

Pennsylvania Integrated Standards for Science, Environment and Ecology
(Grades 6-12). Utilize a three-dimensional approach to guide the study of
physical sciences, life sciences, and earth and space sciences at the middle
and high school levels. The standards highlight the critical intersections of
these disciplines with environmental science, ecology, and agriculture.

●

Pennsylvania Technology and Engineering Standards (Grades 6-12). Define
the knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary for establishing literacy in
technology and engineering literacy.
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Structure of the New Standards
K-5

Science
Update
●

Integrated standards for Science, Environment, Ecology, Technology
and Engineering by grade level and across grade bands (K-2 and 3-5)
○ Earth and Space Science
○ Life Science
○ Physical Science
○ Technology and Engineering (grades bands only)
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Science
Update

Structure of the New Standards
6-12
●

Integrated standards for Science, Environment and Ecology across
grade bands (6-8 and 9-12)
○ Earth and Space Science
○ Life Science
○ Physical Science
○ Engineering, Technology, and Applications of Science
○ Environmental Literacy and Sustainability
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Science
Update

Structure of the New Standards
6-12 (continued)
●

Technology and Engineering Academic Standards across grade bands
(6-8 and 9-12)
○ Nature and Characteristics of Technology and Engineering
○ Integration of Knowledge, Technologies, and Practices
○ Applying, Maintaining, Assessing and Evaluating Technological
Products and Systems
○ Design Thinking in Technology and Engineering Education
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Science
Update

Anatomy of the New Standards
●

Performance Expectations: statements of what students should
know and be able to do with what they know.
○ Example from Grade 5: Students who can demonstrate understanding
can develop a model to describe the movement of matter among
plants, animals, decomposers, and the environment.

●

Three-Dimensional (3D) Learning
○ Disciplinary Core Ideas
■ Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
○ Crosscutting Concepts
■ Cause and Effect; Stability and Change
○ Science and Engineering practices
■ Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
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Science
Update

Major Changes
●

Grade level designation
○ 4, 7, 10 and 12 changed to specific grades or grade bands

●

Language changed from passive to active
○ Old = describe, explain, know and understand
○ New = design, construct, make and plan

●

Environmental Literacy and Sustainability
○ Agriculture and Environmental Systems and Resources
○ Environmental Literacy Skills
○ Sustainability and Stewardship
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Science
Update

Implementation
●

●

Implementation
○
Districts will have three years to implement the new standards.
○
New PSSAs and Keystone in the 2025-2026 school year:
■
PSSAs - based on academic standards in Science/Technology, Environment/Ecology,
Technology/Engineering.
■
Keystone - based on select standards that assesses academic content traditionally included
in a high school level Biology course.
Timeline
○
Year 1:
■
Professional development to review and understand the impact of the new standards;
■
Establish grade level topics and sequences;
■
Investigate potential resources.
○
Year 2:
■
Pilot potential resources;
■
Select new resource(s);
■
Refine or develop curriculum documents.
○
Year 3:
■
Implement new resource(s);
■
Develop common assessments;
■
Finalize curriculum documents.
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL’s Return to the Classroom
●

Cedarbrook Middle School
○ Grade 7 Social Studies: StoryMap Website
○ Grade 8 Mathematics: Perspective

●

Cheltenham High School
○ Grade 9 Social Studies and English: City Project
○ Grade 9 Biology and English: Foodology
○ Grade 10 English: Fire Remix
○ Grade 11 Environmental Science: Farmer Jawn
○ Grade 11 English and Social Studies: BHM
○ Grade 12 TJU Design: Biomimicry
○ Grade 12 SIE: Various Projects

●

In Progress
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Project
Based
Learning

Social Studies 7 - StoryMap Website
Mr. Isaac Stanford
Through a partnership with the software company ESRI, Cedarbrook students use ESRI’s
advanced GIS (Geographic Information System) platform to share their research and personal
connections to a place they selected using interactive maps, text, and photos.
The skills learned throughout this
project included: media literacy,
questioning, geography and writing.

Click the image to
access the website.

This project has grown beyond the PBL team and now the entire grade 7 Social Studies team
participates.
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Project
Based
Learning

Geometry - Perspective
Ms. Andrea Anderson
“A challenge that I faced while
completing this project was
drawing too hard. When I would
not correctly draw something
parallel, or draw something too
big, I would have to erase the line
and smudges and faint lines would
appear. Having a sharp and clean
project was something that I was
going for, but it was hard to keep
the paper clean from smudges.”
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 9 Social Studies/English - City Project
Ms. Johanna Cella, Mr. Mike Kwas and Ms. Maria Canela
How does form follow function?
●

●

●
●
●

Research a famous building and
present its purpose, how it was
designed, and how it’s form relates to
it’s function
Identify an unused or underutilized
space in the community that could be
renovated to serve a particular need.
Design the space.
Create a model (physical and digital)
Pitch the idea to stakeholders

“Overall, everything was stressful and
nerve wracking. But I'm happy about the
end result. It kinda makes the saying "hard
work pays off" a lot more clear.”
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 9 Biology/English - Foodology
Ms. Johanna Cella and Ms. Maria Canela
What do you bring to the table?
●
●
●
●

Evaluate the holistic benefits of food by
assessing the biomolecular content
Connect food to a genetic disease or
disorder
Food used to prevent health concerns
Students will be creating a magazine
○
Designer: magazine layout using
Adobe In-Design
○
Chefs: recipe selection, written
introduction, photograph and video
○
Floater: document the process,
assist chef, expert outreach and
interview
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 10 English - Fire Remixes
Ms. Kristyn Sanborn
“What impacts my life?”

PBL 10 uses Billy Joel’s “We Didn’t Start the
Fire” as inspiration for writing, music and
video creation.

“We got feedback from a few of
the school's staff, some
teachers, some assistants, and
some security.It was
consistently positive and
truthful and helped shape our
final product … We took every
bit of feedback into account.”

Click the image to
access the website.

Click here to play video.
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 11 Environmental Science - FarmerJawn
Ms. Karen Shaffran
●
●
●
●

FarmerJawn - Community Supported Agriculture program at Elkins Estate.
Opportunity for a community based design project.
Teams have already created models and pitched ideas to Ms. Christa Barfield.
PBL 11 is learning project management skills while also exercising creativity in
the application of content learned in their Environmental Science course.
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 11 - Black History Month
Mr. Mark Hoff and Mr. Harrison Highland, Ms. Karen
Shaffran and Ms. Avril Somerville
PBL 11 students conducted research on topics related to this year’s Black
History Month theme of “Black Health and Wellness”. Student work was
curated as a museum display of artifacts created by the students to
demonstrate their understanding of these topics:
●

Medical malpractice
○ Tuskegee Study
○ Personal accounts

●

Disproportionality
○ Organ donation/transplant
○ Covid-19

●
●
●

Redlining
Food access
Medical achievements
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PBL 12 TJU Design - Biomimicry
Ms. Karen Shaffran

Project
Based
Learning

“design thinking inspired by nature empowers students to solve problems”

Truth Booth
Goal: to build community.
●

●

●

Students used the Ask
Nature website to explore
models in nature for
inspiration.
Prompts for the Truth
Booth encouraging
students to share tools
and strategies for dealing
with various stressors.
Inspiration

Recycling @ CHS

Tree-Plenish
Goal: to address our climate
change impact.
●

●

●

Trees capturing and
storing carbon to slow
its release into the
atmosphere as carbon
dioxide.
Tree drive to help offset
the trees required to
offset paper use at CHS.
Inspiration

Goal: to reduce our waste
stream.
●

●

●

Proposed a partnership
with the Skills for Life
students to
(re)establish an
effective recycling
program at CHS.
Developing a
sustainable recycling
model for CHS.
Inspiration
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Project
Based
Learning

PBL 12 Senior Internship Experience
Ms. Karen Shaffran
Students are participating in the following internships:
●

FarmerJawn: partnered with Christa Barfield to grow and develop a regenerative, organic farm in the CSD
community.

●

Osborne Construction: partnered with Philadelphia based energy efficient high-end builder exploring
partnerships with the goal of developing energy efficient low income housing in the city.

●

Grant BLVD: guest blogger for the sustainably sourced and socially conscious fashion brand Grant BLVD’s
website exploring and writing about social justice issues.

●

Copper Hill Real Estate: career exploration as a realtor with a 2017 CHS graduate who has a successful
career in real estate.

●

Lilly’s Authentic Indian Cuisine: career exploration as a restauranteur with a local family-owned
restaurant.
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Project
Based
Learning

Projects in Progress
●

Ms. Jessica Louie’s 7th grade English
○ Students’ choice of a topic to learn about and create a story for young children.
○ Create characters, establish setting, develop a plot and storyboard with illustrations.
○ Deliverable: a published anthology

●

Ms. Avril Somerville’s 11th grade English
○ Topic: importance of understanding our nation’s history and current crisis with race
based on the book “Between the World and Me” by Ta-Nehisi Coates.
○ Deliverable: a student produced podcast

●

Ms. Avril Somerville’s 12th grade English
○ In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens, inspired by Alice Walker's essay.
○ Exploration of creativity of the women in our lives.
○ “How does the work of the individual artist or creative impact the shaping of
community?"
○ Exhibition of artifacts will be on display March 28-April 8 in CHS lobby
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Project
Based
Learning

CSD PBL on HTH unBoxed
“The Cheltenham PBL Experiment”
Episode 1: “I Hear You Want to do Something Different.”

Episode 2: “Assembling the Team.”

Episode 3: “Year One.”

Episode 4: “Year Two.”

Bonus Episode: “What Happened after March 2020?”
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THANK YOU
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